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Highest suction power with PowerCyclone 8*

AllergyLock capturing >99.9%** of fine dust

The Philips Bagless Vacuum 7000 Series features our highest ever suction power.

Make supreme cleaning effortlessly simple with PowerCyclone 8 technology and

TriActive+ nozzle featuring 3 optimized cleaning actions in one.

Superior performance

900W motor for high suction power

99.9% dust pick-up*** to deliver high cleaning performance

PowerCyclone 8 enables highest suction power for longer

Allergy Lock traps dust inside for a high level of hygiene

TriActive+ nozzle to deliver high performance on all floors

CarpetClean nozzle slides easy for a deep carpet cleaning

Mini Turbo brush for easy (pet) hair and fluff removal

Allergy H13 filter system captures >99.9% of fine dust

Effortless cleaning

On board accessories: Conveniently stored, always at hand

Digital power control function to adjust suction power

Dust container designed for hygienic emptying with one hand

Soft brush integrated into handle, always ready to use



Bagless vacuum cleaner FC9744/09

Highlights

High-efficiency 900W motor

High-efficiency 900W motor with over 50,000

RPM, generates high suction power for a

superior clean every time. Register at

Philips.com within 3 months of purchase for a

5-year motor warranty.

99.9% dust pick-up***

TriActive+ nozzle and extreme suction power

ensure you can vacuum 99.9% of fine dust***.

PowerCyclone 8 technology

PowerCyclone 8 technology features a

powerful, swirling action to maximize air flow

and enable highest suction power. Super

accelerated air flow in the cylindrical chamber

efficiently separates dust from the air at

>185km/h, ensuring stronger suction power for

longer, for immaculate cleaning results.

Allergy lock

Allergy Lock system uses a sensor to ensure

dust container is fully sealed before operating,

trapping dust and allergens inside for a clean

and ultra hygienic environment.

TriActive+ nozzle

TriActive+ nozzle utilizes 3 cleaning actions in

one go. It features a larger opening at the front

to suck up larger debris while the specially

designed soleplate removes dust from deep

within carpets. Air channels and brushes on

both sides of the nozzle pick up any dust and

dirt alongside walls or furniture.

On board accessories

Onboard accessories are stored conveniently

inside the back compartment so they're always

easy to access when you need them.

IF DESIGN AWARD 2018

IF award-winning products and projects,

concepts and more, selected by the top names

in design.For 65 years, the iF DESIGN AWARD

has been recognized as an arbiter of quality for

exceptional design. The iF label is renowned

worldwide for outstanding design services, and

the iF DESIGN AWARD is one of the most

important design prizes in the world.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.

5 years warranty

Register at philips.com/welcome within 3

months of purchase to enjoy 5-year warranty

on the motor for free!
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Specifications

Performance

Airflow (max): 32.5 l/s

Input power (max): 900 W

Sound power level: 67 – 75 dB

Nozzles and accessories

Accessory storage: On board

Additional nozzle: Mini turbo brush, Carpet

Clean nozzle, Hard floor nozzle

Standard nozzle: TriActive+ nozzle

Accessories included: Crevice tool, Integrated

brush, Small nozzle

Extra accessories: Filter replacement:

FC8003/01

Design

Color: Opal green

Filtration

Dust capacity: 2 L

Exhaust filter: Allergy H13 filter

Motor filter: Lifetime washable filter

Filtration level: HEPA13 level****

Sustainability

Packaging: > 90% recycled materials

Stand-by power consumption: < 0,5 W

User manual: 100% recycled paper

Usability

Action radius: 10 m

Carrying handle: Top and front

Cord length: 7 m

Power control: Electronic on appliance

Tube coupling: SmartLock

Tube type: Metal 2-piece telescopic tube

Wheel type: Rubber

Weight and dimensions

Dimensions of product (LxWxH):

505x292x292 mm

Weight of product: 5.5 kg

* suction power compared to 10 most selling high end

bagless vacuum cleaners (> 150€) in Germany H1’2019

* *Filtration performance is tested to DIN EN

60312/11/2008.

* **99.9% dust pick-up on hard floors with crevices

(IEC62885-2).

* ***Filtration levels are tested according EN60312-1-

2017 and are equivalent to HEPA 13.
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